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ABSTRACT

An analysis is made on oscillatory laminar flow and heat transfer of a viscous,
incompressible and electrically conducring fluid between two parallel non-
conducting and non-magnetic infinite porous flat plates subject to a constant suction
(or injection) in the presence of unilorm transverse magnetic field. Expression for
temPerature is obtained when the magnetic Prandtl number is unity. The effects of the
Hartmann number and suction parameter, are analysed on the temperature of the
conducting fluid.

I.. INTRODUCTION

Shukla [l] considered rhe flow of a conducting fluid berween two parallel
non-conducting infinite porous flat plates when the upper plate is at rest and
lower one is moving with a velocity exponentiaily varying with time.
Soundalgekar [2] studied the heat transfer in crossed MHD laminar flow between
conducting walls. Dube [3] considered the unsteady flow of a viscous
incompressible and electrically conducting fluid between two porous flat plates.

Similar type of problem with or without magnetic field have been studied
by Dube [4], Kakutani [5], Messiha [6], Verma and Gaur [7], Ariei [g] and Das
and Ahmed [9].
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In this paper, we have studied the heat transfer in the unsteady flow of a
viscous, incompressible and electrically conducting fluid between two non-

conducting and non-magnetic infinite flat plates with suction (or injection) in

the presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field when the upper plate is at

rest and the lower one is oscillating with frequency 'to' in its own plane. Small

uniform suction has been imposed along the surface of walls. Expression for
temperature of the fluid is obtained when magnetic Prandtl number is unity.

Numerical computations are performed to study the effects of suction and

magnetic parameter on the temperature of the conducting fluid.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM :

We consider a conducting, viscous, incompressible fluid confined in the

space between two non-conducting and non-magnetic infinite porous parallel

flat plates one of which (lower one) is oscillating with velocity Uo tb' Rl exp

(i*T) and frequency to in its own plane.

Let (i !; denote the rectangular Cartsian co-ordinates such that ! = 0 is the

lower plate with the origin lying on it, ! = L the upper plate which is held

fixed, and f is the co-ordinate parallel to the direction of motion of the
conducting fluid. Let U* denote the velocity comPonent parallel to the plates

and U, the perpendicular to the plates. Introducting the non-dimensional

variables defined by (Sec, Dube [3] )

UnHn:
U*=dU, H, =i:H, ! =Ly,P =pU[ P,

r IJ^ T- Tl
LVr =#qo=t'Q,0=::,u0 t- T2 -T1

the equations governing the unsteady flow of a viscous incompressible and

electrically conducting fluid between two non-conducting porous parallel plates,

in the presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field of strength H6o are given

by

#.(" H- v" R %'J RH= o Q'z)

#.("'#- V" R"#) n.ffi=o

ffi 
+ vcne, 

ffi - 
*r, ffi - r t, (#)'= o

(2.3)

(2.4)

3d
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subject to the boundary conditions

U = Rl exp (iwt), H = 0, 0 = 0 at y = 0

U= 0, H = 0, 0 = Rl exp (iwt) at y - I
where y, t are dimension less independent variables,

R = UoL p/p is the local Renolds number, Rm = UoL/e the magnetic

Reynolds number, S = peHfr/p Ufr tfr" magnetic pr€ssure number; M = L Ho lte

t/ 6/p ttre Hartmann number,

V" = V6/Ug the suction parameter, P, = pCr& the Prandtl number, E =

4,",( ,, - ,, ) the Eckert numbe& q = l/otre the magnetic

diffusivity, Io =.'lSR FO = { Rm , O are dimensionless flumber, p the co-

efficient of viscosity, p the density, lts the magnetic permeability, o the

electrical conductivity, Vg the constant suction velocity, tI* the induced

magnetic field in x-direction, CO the specific heat at constant pressure, T1 and

$ arethp temperature of the lower and upperplace respectively.

We assume

U = f(y) RI exp (iQQ

H = h(y) Rl exp (iQt)

0 = g(y) Rl exp (iC2t)

and R = R. as in Dube [3], equations (2.2) - (2.4) become then

&r
dvz

a2n

dv2

a2n

df

(2.6)

(2.7)

Q.8)

Q.e)

(2r0)

(2.1t)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.r4)

-ro P, ff- r P, sfiq =* ($)' Rr exp (ieg

where ig = V.R = V.R* and pfr = On = QRm

The appropriate boundary conditions are

f=1 aty=Q, f=0 aty=!
h=0 aty=Q, h=0 at)=t
g=0 aty-0, g=l aty=l
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Solution of the Problem :

x! ez(l':J +!!
(2).r-crl) (27u;a2)

---l-_- + * ttz - oz)

Equations (2.9) : (2.10) have been solved subject to the boundary

conditions (2.12) and (2.13) by Dube [3]. Using the solutions of (2.9) and

(2.10) obtained by Dube [3] we obtain the solution of (2.11) subject to the

boundary conditions (2.14) as below

g(Y) = AealY + B"02Y +

, |, 1""2(],1+I2y)ttt

4 l?)'z - a) (2\2 - az)

21,1r.(It+l'zXl+Y) I r

(l.r+).2-at) (7'1+ l'2-42)J ("f ,*Ir)'
I *i e? ?tt + PzY)

' L(zlr - a) (ZLr - crz)

. p? e2(PrY + Pz)
* 6r-yz*-*; - $rl+tr2-or) (pr+pz - a))

,r, ur"(P'*r' )Y*(r'*P 
' 
)

- 
(i.1+p2-ar) (r, * pz-oz)

l-l E P-

;ffi1 -,"Cos(iQt)
(3.i)

("^'
wherc

(i2*u1-o1)(rr*u, - "r)

2). r l. l "(tr 
I +rt r )v*(r'z*rz)-i.@J

27,2rLu{xz*pt)t:p'*!
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I
-.0r 

-"dz- +(ecrr -.c2)

I I *?r"'^, (,'^, - "o2) xl"zxz ("'^t - "o2)L1@.(@
2L1),2ell+lz ("xfxz - "rr) l-@i'6;ry
I utr "'ur(r2vz - "or)- 
l(rr,, - r0(rp, - "r)

_ll
E =- - ----l-

"ol*o2 
'+("or*or)

I { 
^i"2xr("2x2 

- "ur) xl"zxr("'^, - "*t)Li@+(@

4t

vl "zvr("zrr - .or) zp

(ru, - ",) ( zpr - dz) (r.r*rrz-ar) (rr*rz-oz)
I

("rr, - "ur)'
fzxrlrrrvr*r1 ("1'2+L2 -.rr) 2),21trelt2+Lr (.rz+ur - "or)i@-@

2),1 p2 e(r2+pl) (erl+p2 - er2)

(i"1 +p2-a1 
) (i.1+p2-o2)

zLrprelz+Fz(ett t+l r - "az)

EP.
#Cos (iat)

("^, - "rz)("ttr - "t'r)J 
Rm

I1p2 ePt+Itz ("ttr+ttz -.uz

x

+

(rr+1r-or)(ur+rr

I

-eZ,

_1
'r)J

**
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zr,ir"ilt+r: (Jt-rz * *at) i ,
- 

0r " U - "rt(', * xz - sz) J 1"n, -"^r)'

I ul "'^r("'u' 
- '"').l@

*l czvr(ch*r - t"l) zururctrr+pz(cpr+pz - cdr) J.@ 
J

, [ 2]'rltrcLr+Pr (grr+trz-c"4
x---J ,+1-

("^, - "rr)' 
l. (12+u2-cr1) (x2+P2-a2)

zr.rp, clr2+ll (cPt +12 
-cd t )

(r2+rr 1-o 1 ) (12+r 1-o2)

zl,rprclr+Pr (ctrz+Pz - car)
- (r.* ttz - arXl, * ttz - oz)

. zurr, crz * l'z(cttr * ttr - cor) |.@-"r)l
, 
Gr,-*)h-, :At] ffi "o','n"'

lr-''--
o-1,c12= i {"" - r'} t! (aoe')' + i 4 PrF[

Using (2.8) and (3.i) we can easily compute the temperature' of the

conductingfluidconfinedinthespacebetweentwonon.conductingandnon-
magnetic plates.

(1o*r*,r)2*i+P2o

+*-*ls,t':+16

I
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Fig 2. : Temperature distribution 0 of the fluid for different Hadamann number M.
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Fig 2. z Temperature distribution g of the fluid for different Hartamann number M.
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R.esuits and Discussion :

The variations of temperature 0 of the fluid with y for various values of
suction parameter c!0, are shown in Fig. I when 92t=nlT and M = 1. It is
observed from the Fig. I thst the dimensionless temperature 0 of the fluid
increases with y corresponding to the decrease of suction parameter Ctg

throughout the region between the plates. Hence the effect of suction is to

decrease the temperature of the fluid. fig. 2 shows the variations of temperature

0 of the fluid with y for various values of Hartmann number M when Qt = nlz

for a constant suction parameter o0. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the effects

of the magnetic field are to increase the temperature of the fluid throughout the

bounded region by the plates.
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